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Situation
Apple Imprints Apparel  didn’t get to be a preferred vendor for five of the largest ASI conglomerates in the United States by 
dragging its feet. And when the 34-year-old family business switched to phthalate-free inks to comply with CPSIA children’s 
wear regulations, the Buffalo, NY-based screen printing/embroidery operation saw an opportunity to be proactive and invest 
further in the future by revamping its entire approach to ink management.

With nine six- to 16-color automatic presses churning out thousands of units a day, mostly in multiple colors for the demanding 
promotional products market, inks were a key production variable. So co-owner brothers Jack and Kevin Lipomi decided to look 
into how they could be handled more efficiently. 

More than 90 percent of the inks Apple uses are custom colors, and all are mixed in-house except for super large orders and 
specialty inks like water-based discharge. That makes for a lot of mixing and—since it was hard to pin down the exact amount 
needed for a job—a lot of running back and forth to make additional ink and/or surplus ink. 

There also was wasted ink from bad mixes and lost production time getting ink to the press. And  then there was the time 
required for actually mixing the inks manually—and cleanup.

The PolyOne Difference
While making the transition to Wilflex™ inks and its non-phthalate inks, Jack—who 
oversaw the changeover—and his staff worked with the PolyOne team on addressing 
these issues. In addition to implementing a rigorous area-by-area cleanup/changeover 
aimed at preventing contamination, which included screens, squeegees, and more, 
Apple purchased a fourth-generation Wilflex™ DispenseMaster™ (“DM4”) automated 
ink dispenser to streamline its ink management. 

The unit has helped to accomplish this on many fronts, bringing an unprecedented 
level of precision to a variety of ink-related tasks. Benefits, such as being able to 
gauge ink usage for a design and dispense quart to five-gallon quantities based on the 
configuration, got Apple’s supervisors on board quickly. 

The DM4  dispenser also made inventory control more efficient, cutting down on 
leftover ink by automatically figuring the amount required for the job and producing 
it on-demand, so colors are inventoried by design, instead of by default. Now Apple’s 
inventory is centered around frequently used/requested colors, such as the dozen or so 
it uses for various-size quick-turn jobs for a major online marketing customer, rather 
than simply comprising surplus inks from past jobs.

The company’s inventory control also has benefited from the DM4 dispenser’s labeling 
feature, which prints a clear, easy-to-read sticker for the container that shows what the 
ink is, its color, and when it was made. This has greatly reduced human error, Lipomi 
says.

Color accuracy is another primary way the DM4 dispenser has boosted efficiency and 
reduced waste at Apple Imprints. Inks are mixed precisely, consistently, and quickly 
with the system’s easy-to-use software, which offers unlimited color possibilities and 
lets formulas be tailored to specific job needs. 

There are no wasted “bad” mixes resulting from guessing weights or proportions; and 
the company only has to mix as much of a color as it needs. It also further reduces 
waste by allowing already mixed colors to be made darker and repurposed for other 
jobs.

PolyOne Helps Major ASI Decorator Stay In 
Forefront Of Demanding Market
Wilflex’s DispenseMaster™  4 plays a key role in large apparel printer’s success by driving 
ink innovation for an  effect felt shop-wide.
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Delivering a Value-Added Solution
Beyond color mixing and control, the DM4 dispenser made a critical impact on production. Instead of having to weigh each pigment 
and try to drip in the exact amount necessary using a spatula, Apple’s ink makers just type the color and amount needed into the 
DM4 dispenser’s computer. The machine takes over and dispenses the precise amount of each ingredient required into the base. “It 
does everything for you, so you can be doing something else,” says Lipomi.

When the formula  is ready, the ink is put on the spinner to be mixed, which is faster and, again, frees staff to do other things. The 
entire process takes eight to 10 minutes total to produce a gallon of ink.

In addition, the system’s design makes for smooth, consistent formulations, since the ink must be capable of passing through hoses.

Apple also has found the DM4 dispenser reduces clean-up time. Because ink is going directly into the container from the machine 
instead of from buckets that are being moved around and there is no ink dripping from mixing spatulas,  the ink isn’t being spread 
around the shop. Any ink that should somehow find its way onto the DM4 unit is easily cleaned because it is made of stainless steel. 
The DM4 dispenser’s self-contained in-line design, which allows it to be located and readily accessible on the production floor, also 
makes for a cleaner, as well as a more efficient operation.

And the icing on the cake, according to Lipomi, is that the DM4 dispenser’s software is “very intuitive and easy to use.” PolyOne 
provided basic training on-site, but it’s such a streamlined, simple system that you can train anyone on it and be up and running in a 
few days,” he says, noting that customer support has been great, from getting parts to answering questions.

At Apple Imprints Apparel, the DM4 dispenser has helped create a win-win situation for everyone. It’s helped lower the stress level 
in what can be a stressful business by eliminating the guesswork and making last-minute ink changes easy, Lipomi notes. “It has 
helped us save thousands of dollars. 

“Being able to nail the colors we need and get them out quicker is a real advantage. Our customers are educated about screen 
printing. We’ve put a lot of time and effort into developing the relationships we have with them, and purchasing the DM4 dispenser 
was an investment in our company’s future.” 
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